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BGSU community input urged 
Board of Trustees encourages input on selection of new University president 
by Andy Dugan 
The BC News 
The University's Board of 
Trustees is encouraging input 
from the entire University com- 
munity as it begins the search for 
the next president. 
Earlier in June, the board hired 
Spencer Stuart Executive Con- 
sultants, a firm out of Dallas, 
Texas to aid in the search after 
University president Paul J. Ols- 
camp announced earlier this year 
that he plans to retire in June 
1995. 
According to C. Ellen Connally, 
president of the trustees, said the 
committee's membership will 
consist of board members, rep- 
resentatives of campus constitu- 
ency groups and other nominees 
the board feels hold an important 
stake in the welfare of the Uni- 
versity. Connally said It is ex- 
pected the committee will be ap- 
pointed in August when national 
advertisements will be placed. 
"We'll be having an informal 
meeting on August 22 and I'm 
sure that topic will come up for 
discussion," Delbert Latta, Board 
of Trustees member, said. 
Dancing and 
dough toss 
at Pizza Fest 
Tinker 
by Andy Dugan 
The BC News 
Dough tossing and country line 
dancing will be the main attrac- 
tions at the second-annual pizza 
fest in downtown Bowling Green 
on Saturday, July 23. 
The event, sponsored by the 
Downtown 
Business Asso- 
ciation in coop- 
eration with 
WFND-TV, 
WFOB-AM, 
Beerco of Find- 
lay and Pepsico 
of Toledo, be- 
gins at S p.m. 
and continues 
through 11 p.m. 
"Last year we had a pizza fest 
for the Great Ohio Bicycle Ad- 
venture," Jim Tinker, director of 
the DBA, said. "We felt the need 
to hold some kind of party for 
such an event. More than half of 
those who came were from town. 
We thought it would be fun to do 
again because everyone loves 
pizza" Pizza, Pepsi, and Bud 
Light will be available through- 
out the length of the festival, ac- 
cording to Tinker. 
Tinker said this year's festival, 
which is to be held in City Lot 2 
behind Uhlman's department 
store, would host pizza tossing 
over last year's pizza tasting. 
Professional dough tossers will 
compete for throwing the largest 
pie as well as throwing with the 
best style. 
"Rather than have a tasting 
contest, we thought it would be 
more entertaining to see who can 
throw the largest pizza dough," 
Tinker said. "There will also be 
amateur tossing for anyone who 
wants to try it." Tinker said the 
dough at the festival will be do- 
nated by Pisanello's Pizza, which 
will be one of the five pizza busi- 
nesses in the festival. Campus 
Pollyeye's, Pagliai's, Marco's and 
Papa John's will also be partici- 
pants in the festival. 
"Pizza tossing is fun," Jerry 
Liss, owner of Pisanello's, said. 
"Especially for people who have 
never done it before. Last year 
when we did this, there were 
about 60 to 70 kids and 30 to 40 
adults and we expect just as 
much   this   year."   Liss   said 
Pisanello's will probably use 100 
four-ounce balls of dough for the 
amateur tossing. 
Country line dancing will be in- 
troduced this year for additional 
entertainment, according to Tin- 
ker. 
"It's a different kind of enter- 
tainment," Tinker said. "Enough 
people around here like it. There 
will be free instruction for the 
dancing and that will last for a 
couple hours." 
Claudette Davis, or the DC En- 
tertainment Complex, will be one 
of the instructors of line dancing. 
"This is the hottest form of 
dancing in the country," Davis 
said. "It's a very fashionable, un- 
classed type of dance. I can teach 
anyone four line dances in two 
hours and they can have one heck 
of a time. Jim (Tinker) has been 
very generous in giving us ample 
space to allow everyone to dance. 
Whether they wear tennis shoes 
or cowboy boots, they're guar- 
anteed to have a good time." 
"Last year we had a 
pizza fest for the 
Great Ohio Bicycle 
Adventure. More 
than half of those 
who came were from 
town. We thought it 
would be fun to do 
again because 
everyone loves pizza. 
Jim Tinker, director of the 
DBA 
Davis said there will be musi- 
cal entertainment by Dancers 
Choice DJ Service from S p.m. 
until the festival ends at 11 p.m. 
"The music will be of all kinds 
of variety until 8:15 p.m.," Davis 
said. "That's when we switch 
over to western style for the rest 
of the night." 
Tinker said the festival is 
expected to be very successful. 
Connally said the board would 
like to conduct the final stages of 
the search and screening process 
in a professional and confidential 
manner. 
"Every effort will be made to 
maintain confidentiality for ap- 
plicants and nominees in the ear- 
lier steps of the process, so that 
we do not lose the opportunity to 
consider the very best candi- 
dates," Connally said. "However, 
the board is committed to han- 
dling the on-campus interviews 
of the finalists In an open, public 
way." 
One of the first responsibilities 
the committee will face will be to 
develop a leadership statement 
which will define the objectives 
for the search and provide guide- 
lines for both the committee and 
the board to follow. 
Interested groups, units and 
individuals are invited to provide 
their ideas to the board about the 
course and objectives the Uni- 
versity should pursue in the next 
decade and about the qualities 
the next president should possess 
to effectively lead the institution 
toward these goals. 
"We'll be having an 
informal meeting on 
August 22 and I'm 
sure that topic will 
come up for 
discussion." 
Delbert Latta, Board of WHOM.,../™.,*!. 
Trustees member   Board of Trustees member, 
   Delbert Latta. 
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The BG News/Paul Evam 
From Galileo's Invention of the telescope in 1610 to the present 
time, the moon, our closest heavenly neighbor, has always been a 
source of fascination. It was the Apollo 11 mission to the moon on 
July 20,1969 that enabled man to walk on Its surface. 
by Michael Zawackl 
The BG News 
Twenty-five years ago today 
two Americans from Apollo 11 
took the first small steps on the 
lunar surface. Some saw these 
first steps as a symbolic un- 
locking of the gateway to the 
stars and a new frontier. 
A quarter of a century and 
six lunar landings later, the 
hardware that made the Apollo 
missions possible have been 
dismantled. Three questions 
arise in 1994: What have we 
learned, why haven't we re- 
turned and where do we go 
from here? "Everything we 
know about the moon has come 
from satellites and moon land- 
ings," John Laird, University 
A quarter century after the 
first moon walk we wonder 
were the next steps will lead 
professor of physics and as- 
tronomy, said. 
Photographs of the moon 
provided scientists with impor- 
tant information in figuring out 
what our lunar neighbor is 
really like. Laird said. The best 
and most detailed pictures 
came from the Apollo moon 
landings. 
Over 30,000 photos were tak- 
en by twelve astronauts be- 
tween 1969 and 1972. The Apo- 
llo missions spent a total of 160 
hours exploring 60 miles of the 
lunar surface. 
A large quantity of moon 
rocks, approximately 800 
pounds, were brought back to 
the earth for study and analy- 
sis. 
"By dating the rocks we can 
determine how old the 
different parts of the surface 
are to piece together how old 
the moon surface is," Laird 
said. 
Sixty   major   experiments 
were also carried out which 
probed the moons gravity and 
the seismic wave activity of 
the moon's interior. 
The interior heat flow of the 
moon was studied to give a 
more complete picture of lays 
below the moon's crust 
"It's still debated as to 
whether there is a molten 
center in the moon," Laird said. 
"My understanding is that it 
isn't molten presently, but was 
in the past." 
Roger Ptak, University 
professor of physics and as- 
tronomy, said the moon, be- 
sides the most obvious exam- 
ples, is very much unlike the 
earth. 
Sec Moon, page five. 
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Mike and Sam bring you 
Act II of their musical Pre 
Reg: The Musical. 
--Page 2 
Future Now located at the 
Woodland Mall Is a store 
devoted soley to Star Trek 
and other science-fiction 
merchandise. 
»Page 6 
Pretzel Boy and Sideshow 
Charlie challenge readers 
with another music quiz. 
The boys are hoping 
someone out there in reader 
land wijl have the courage 
to teat tihelr musical know- 
ledge. 
»Page7 
Weather Scattered thun- 
derstorms and humid with 
the high near 90 degrees. 
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Don't overlook 
outer space 
Twenty-five years ago, man took one giant step 
when NASA landed Apollo 11 on the surface of 
the moon. 
But where was the next step? 
After the Apollo missions, NASA seemed to loose 
its focus and with it went the next step. 
For the 10 years following the moon walk, little 
was heard from the administration and when the 
space shuttle program finally got up and running, it 
proved to be unreliable and inefficient. 
Plans for a space station have been on the drawing 
board for nearly a decade. This prospect has been 
repeatedly sent back for redrafts because of the high 
cost 
NASA's mission, and its funding, seemed to come 
to a trickle with the end of the cold war. The final 
frontier was little more than an afterthought to the 
problems that faced a now global community. 
In that tradition, European countries, who are try- 
ing to gain an economic alliance, have already made 
a space exploration alliance in the European Space 
Agency. This organization has an ambitious vision of 
a colony on the moon with a station built by robots. 
Japan has a similar goal by 2024. 
But neither may make it without the help of the 
United States. However, neither group wants to work 
with NASA, who has a reputation of being the boss. 
It is said that if NASA can't run the mission, then 
they want no part in it 
The BG News believes that new interest in the 
space program and in manned space exploration may 
revive that pioneer spirit we once had when this 
country was young. 
The spirit of adventure, of heading into the un- 
known frontier may be just what this country needs 
to reinstate its sense of oneness and patriotism. 
There are many views on what the universe is like. 
Some say it's everexpanding like a rubber band and 
that one day it will fall in and collapse on itself. An- 
other view is that it is infinite. 
We believe with an infinite universe comes an in- 
finite amount of possibilities. It will be these possi- 
blities which will enable us to solve our earthly prob- 
lems. 
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Pre-Reg: The Musical, Act II 
All right people, take your 
seats. The house lights are flash- 
ing. We're almost ready to start 
Act Two. Now sit down! 
And we want you to take the 
same seats you had last week. 
Okay? No moving! And no talk- 
ing! Shhh! 
Ready? Okay. Welcome back to 
Pre-Reg: The Musical! This is Act 
Two - The Second Day. 
Last week In Act One, Susie the 
Incoming Freshman got lost 
from her tour group because she 
really misses Bobby, her high 
school sweetheart. The Food-Op 
people sang about cod and cock- 
roaches tap danced In the Union. 
The people at the Bursar did 
some line dancing. The tour 
guides danced too, as did Susie at 
Cassady's or Uptown, where she 
faced sexual temptation. 
Confused? You wont be after 
Act Two. 
As SCENE ONE begins, we find 
our heroine Susie by the Univer- 
sity Seal singing another melo- 
dramatic song, this time the mu- 
sical question "Does Anyone 
Care?" 
Got stupid drunk last night, got 
kissed, started a fight, does 
anyone caaaret 
I feel like such a bore, I can't 
find the bookstore, does anyone 
caaaret 
Susie jumps on top of seal, is 
surrounded by singing tour 
guides who answer her inquisi- 
tive lyrics with... 
We Corel We Care, We We We 
We We, We Care! Weeee Care... 
So now it turns into some kind 
of West Side Story type scene 
(but without knives), where Susie 
sings, oblivious to the spectacle 
of the tour guides, who are soon 
to be Joined by the parent's 
chorus, random USG senators, 
and Mayor Wes Hoffman, all 
singing and dancing their hearts 
out. 
I'll study hotel management, 
"but will I earn a cent? Does 
anyone caaaref 
This all should be pretty excit- 
ing and well received, which is 
more than we can say for SCENE 
TWO, which is the Guided Tour 
Dance. 
Tour guides, singing and danc- 
ing backwards, take Susie on a 
whirlwind tour of campus, point- 
ing out all the important things, 
which of course are the funny 
shapes of buildings. 
Look! The Reel It's shaped like 
afalconl 
Look! Student Services! It's 
shaped like a slide projector! 
Look! The Moore Musical Arts 
Center! It's shaped like a piano! 
Of course, you'd have to be 
taking some pretty serious drugs 
to believe the music building 
looks anything like a piano. 
Which conveniently leads us to 
SCENE THREE, the Ballad of 
Lost Architects from the 1960's 
on a Bad Acid Trip. 
The scene opens with a quartet 
of architects admiring the forms 
of buildings they built In the 
1960's, and trying to get some 
kicks out of licking validation 
stickers and scantron test sheets. 
(Soothing psychedelic music 
plays. Rainbow lights, man!) 
Mooney the Architect: Look at 
Harshman DORM, man! I built it. 
Can't you see it's two bunnies 
making love? 
Scott the Architect: / see that. I 
bunt the library. It's shaped like 
a walrus. Coo-coo, ka-choo. 
Zlggy the Architect: Look at 
the new art building! Man, it's 
shaped like The Thinker, man. 
Except now he's dancing. Wow! 
The architects wander over to 
the new President Paul J. Ols- 
camp Classroom Building and 
Theme Park. Why, it's shaped 
like a big ass Buick in the best 
parking space on campus. Janls 
the Architect is horrified. 
Their horror turns to hallucin- 
ation when they eat some old 
Food Coupons (anyone re- 
member those?) and they see 
what becomes SCENE FOUR, 
which is the Paul Olscamp Ballet. 
(Paul Olscamp actually on 
campus, as oposed to being away 
on sabbatical? It's a hallucina- 
tion! Get it? Oh never mind.) 
Anyway, this scene features 
the Board of Trustees Ballet 
Company. All wearing tights (ex- 
cept the recently appointed ones, 
who are wearing Voinovich '94 
t-ahlrts), the Board of Trustees 
dance around President Ols- 
camp. 
At first they toss rose petals at 
his feet, but later throw cars and 
houses and Anally a cushy, over- 
paid, post-retirement Job In the 
philosophy department. 
In SCENE FIVE Olscamp 
chants, in kind of a Lou Reed 
spoken word thing. "You cold? 
I'm not cold. You cold?" (ballet 
dancing) "Park, schmarkl Walk, 
eh?" (more ballet dancing) 
"You see, I cant practice real 
singing..." (even more dancing) 
"because Ruth got the kareoke 
machine." 
The musical finally ventures 
back to the topic of Pre-Reg in 
SCENE SIX, where Susie meets 
her Academic Advisor. 
"Well Susie," sings her advisor 
In a punk rock Andrew Lloyd 
Weber manner, "your math 
placement score indidcates you'll 
be happy taking Up with Calcu- 
lus 131 and Imaginary Numbers 
and You 2S1 and you should for- 
get about Hotel Management 
forever." 
What Susie should say, or sing, 
is "Let me advise YOU! One 
fluke test score doesn't mean 
crap." 
But she doesnt, leaving the 
door open for Susie the Unde- 
cided Senior Buys a Gun and 
Shoots Everyone in the Union: 
The Musical! Coming to the Joe 
E. Brown theater in Summer 
1999. 
SCENE SEVEN is a love letter 
to Bobby. But we're losing the 
audience, quick, cut to SCENE 
EIGHT, the finale. 
This last scene features the hit 
show tune "Great Place to Spend 
Five or Six Years." Being the 
show-stopper, it includes a kick 
line, fog machines, Freddy and 
Freda Falcon, the marching 
band, 2000 We Care! balloons, 
and Jason T. Jackson. 
Overall, it's a very happy 
scene. Susie will be Just fine, we 
promise. But her and Bobby 
wont last 'til Thanksgiving. 
THE END. 
That's it Now get out of here. 
And don't push Drive safely. 
Next week: We have no stink- 
ing idea yet. Cant you see we're 
exhausted? 
Sam Melendez and Mike Cook 
are weekly columnists for this 
paper. E-mail them right now: 
mcook29andy.bgsu.edu 
Do you remember when Apollo 11 landed on the moon 25 years ago ? 
"I remember watching It and 
being happy for Nell Armstrong. 
After being an Air Force pilot for 
27 years, I was a bit envious that 
our going into space happened so 
late In my own career." 
Wes Hoffman 
Mayor of Bowling Green 
"I remember watching it I 
saved the headlines and news- 
paper clippings and still have 
them. Someday I'd like to give 
them to my grandkids or great - 
grandklds." 
GaryBlackney 
Falcon Football Head Coach 
"I was 10 years old at the time 
and I got to stay up late because 
my parents said it was historical. 
It was unbelievable. My family 
and I watched It, on our tv in 
David Coehrs 
Former BO News columnist 
"I was coaching summer 
swimming programs at the time, 
but I do remember seeing it live 
with my wife on our black and 
white tv In our apartment" 
Dr.RonZwlerlein 
University Athletic Director 
X 
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Memories sparked by early 80s 
wM Mike Cook 
& Sam Melendez 
For some, this has been a 
pretty cool summer. But 
maybe for you It has been a 
cruel summer. And for that, 
we're sorry. 
So, in order to cheer you up, 
we're taking you out dancing. 
That's right, this week Sum- 
mer in the City takes you to Up- 
town for Early 80's Night. 
The concept is pretty simple. 
Every Monday night, they play 
music ."rom the Early 80's. 
That's it. It's up to you to 
create your own fun. 
For instance, you can dance 
if you want to. You can leave 
your friends behind. 'Cause if 
your friends don't dance, well 
if they don't dance, well they're 
no friends of ours. 
Okay, sometimes it's okay 
just to sit around and people 
watch. Drinking and smoking 
and just checking out the 
scene. 
What? You don't drink, don't 
smoke? What do you do? Don't 
drink, don't smoke? Geez. Must 
be something inside. 
When did you stop making 
sense? Know what your prob- 
lem is? You're too shy-shy. 
Come on, you've got the look! 
Why-aye-aye-aye don't you use 
it? It's a reflex-ex-ex! And you 
can dance for inspiration! Get 
into the groove! 
Let's dance! Put on your red 
shoes and dance the blues. 
Let's sway! Sway through the 
crowd to an empty space. 
Now, Uptown is kind of tame 
until 11 p.m. or so. But when 
the kids arrive, the dance floor 
becomes quite the crowded 
house. 
Plan on arriving early, or you 
may find yourself screaming 
"Don't stand so close to me" to 
total strangers. But no matter 
how cramped you get, don't 
push. Relax; don't do it. 
Or maybe you want people 
rubbing up against you, you 
beast. Let's address this right 
now. Uptown tends to be a 
meat market. But if you're 
shopping for some meat (can 
we say that?), we guess it's the 
place to go. 
Your silly pickup lines may 
be effective here. The ever 
popular do-I-know-you-from- 
somewhere line stands a 
chance. For example, "You 
were working as a waitress in a 
cocktail bar when I met you." 
This could lead to her shout- 
ing "Call me! Call me! You can 
call me any day or night!" And 
you scream back "I love your 
eyes and your wild, wild hair," 
and we'll look over at the nap- 
kin she's scribbling on and see 
the words 867-5309 (Jenny), 
and there you go. 
Now you may ask yourself, 
"Why do I need a meat mar- 
ket?" And you may ask your- 
self, "Why do I need an Uptown 
Girl?" 
And maybe you're right. 
After all, your baby is a center- 
fold. And Jesse, she's watching 
you with those eyes. And she's 
loving you with that body - we 
just know it! Good for you! 
Content in love and lust, you 
may ask of Uptown's Early 80's 
Night, "If, when, why, what - 
f what else have you got?" and 
they'd sing the praises of 
Request Slips. 
You know, like kareoke. 
Request a song, and they'll let 
the music play and you can get 
up in front of everyone and 
sing if you'd like. Make your 
own fun. 
You want to have fun, don't 
you? The boys do. And needless 
to say, the girls just want to 
have fun. 
Speaking of the DJ... he does 
a pretty good job, but tends to 
cheat a little. He's always play- 
ing that old Village People 
song, and everyone knows it 
came out in 1978. You know. Or 
do we have to spell it out for 
you? Y-M-C-A. 
And he tends to fight for his 
right to play Beastie Boys 
songs from 1986, which isn't 
Early 80's. Dun. But this is 
okay, because the DJ really 
does a good job, and works 
hard for the money. Let's hear 
it for the boy! Let's give the 
boy a hand! 
What else? No cover if you're 
under 21 and show up before 11 
p.m. And if you're not in the 
mood to rock this town and 
make it scream and shout, you 
can go in the back and shoot 
SO.no poo! Early 80's Night: 
You can't beat it. You can't 
whip it. 
At Uptown, the party goes on 
'til 2 a.m., preceded by Last 
Call. Oh oh, this means no beer! 
But it's not the end of the world 
as we know it. Hold tight until 
the party's over. Besides, 
who's going to drive you home 
tonight? 
What? You thought they'd 
sell beer forever? Forever - 
i that's a mighty long time, but 
we're here to tell you there's 
something else... After Hours. 
Before you go-go, let's dis- 
cuss Early 80's Nostalgia. You 
know, some of these kids were 
like, eight years old, during the 
Early 80's. 
Now, while these kids can 
obviously still enjoy it, your 
Early 80's experience would 
surely be enhanced by the 
presence of some of your older 
friends who will be better able 
to appreciate it. 
They'll have the stories. Sto- 
ries about dancing to Van Ha-' 
len's "Jump" at a junior high 
dance. And staying up late to 
watch Friday Night Videos. 
And stories about how they 
went hysterical when they saw 
Duran Duran in eighth grade. 
Like the other night. Our 
buddy Alison told us about how 
in high school she performed a 
pom-pom routine to Shelia E's 
"Glamourous Life." She told 
this story with love. Because 
without love, it ain't much. It 
ain't much. 
You see, moments like that 
are what makes Early 80's 
Night so special. Ah, growing 
up. The sweetness of youth. 
A word of advice to all you 
BG Bobcats out there: Hold on 
to sixteen as long as you can. 
Changes come along real soon 
to make us women and men. 
For those of you keeping 
score at home, music guru Sa- 
mantha Petrak contributed to, 
but cannot be held responsible 
for, this week's feature. 
Tht BC Ntwi/Piul Enni 
Early on a Monday evening the dance floor may be empty, but let the early eighties tunes ring out and 
you'll be fighting for some space on the floor. 
UAO searches 
forbarids 
for next year 
byHlchaelZiwackl 
The BC News 
What band will the University 
Activities Organization bring to 
campus next year? Well it won't 
be Pearl Jam. 
BG News' sources said the Se- 
attle mega-grunge band was be- 
ing considered by UAO to per- 
form at the University this year. 
A "wish list" submitted by the 
band for their performance was 
rejected because its requests vio- 
lated University policy. 
"It is my understanding that 
the band wanted something like 2 
cases of vodka, kegs of beer and 
alcohol on stage," UAO president 
Jodi Castanzo said. 
Gale Swanka, UAO director, 
said the rumors that Pearl Jam 
were coming to the University 
were completely false because 
they had canceled their tour. 
Swanka said negotiations al- 
ways go on with bands to find out 
what the University can and can- 
not give them. 
"The business office will not 
allow us to pay for alcohol," she 
said. 
Swanka said UAO is currently 
looking into what other bands are 
available to perform on campus 
during the upcomming academic 
year. 
"It's too early In the search 
process to give feedback with 
any rcliabiltiy," she said. 
Castanzo said two bands which 
have been sought out as possible 
performers for next year are 
They Might Be Giants and the 
Indigo Girls. 
"As UAO president, I have the 
strong intention of bringing a 
band to campus," Castanzo said. 
Corrections BG News Dares You to Play Pretzel Boy & Sideshow Charlie Music Qulzl 
An error was present in the 
Wednesday, July 13, 1994 Issue, 
in the story "Director of planning 
passes." 
Bruce A Harrison was not the 
director of planning, but Instead 
the director of planned giving. 
The BG News regrets this er- 
ror and any confusion it may 
have caused. 
An error was present in the 
Wednesday, July 13, 1994 issue, 
In the story "An on-campus 
oasis." 
The new professor of marine 
biology is Paul Moore, not Paul 
Miller as was reported in the sto- 
ry. 
The BG News regrets this er- 
ror and any confusion It may 
have caused. 
Available Rentals 
For 1994-95 
1 BEDROOM 
117 N. MAIN 
114S.MAIN 
1 BEDROOMS 
824 SIXTH ST. 
309 HIGH ST. 
.803 FIFTH ST. 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 
NEWLOVE RENTALS 
352-5620 
OUR ONLY OFFICE 
Bowling Green's Most Complete 
Dining and Entertainment Establishment 
EASYSTREET 
Open 7 Days a Week 
Fun Food, Fun Times 
for Fun People 
Downstairs 
Extensive menu featuring many unique dishes from appetizers Jo dinners! 
•45 Sandwiches «70 Brands of Beer • Homemade Soups 
Spareribs • Steaks • Chops • Seafood 
Upstairs *£2fc 
•Fondue 
Desserts 
Live Entertainment 
•Darts  • Big Screen TV "Video Games  «Pool 
104 S. MAIN STREET 
Diners Club, 
Carte Blanc 353-0988 
Take a Trip to Ann 
Arbor Street Fair 
When: July 23rd 
How Much: Onlyg4 
Explore the Shops & Crafts 
Sign up in the UAO office 
For More Information call 372-8343 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
Come Join the Fun 
with UAO! 
Located in Rodgers Courtyard 
from ll:O0am-2 :00pm 
ENJOY FOOB, ii AMES, A 
GOOD TIMES! 
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Moon Party 
MOON, Ky. - It's a small step 
for man, one giant excuse for a 
party. 
The 25th anniversary of the 
first moon walk is a big deal for 
the tiny community of Moon, 
population 20. The Kiwanis Club 
in nearby West Liberty even 
asked NASA about borrowing a 
real spacecraft. 
Unfortunately, it costs too 
much to ship from Florida to 
Moon. 
So the club has launched a "Win 
a Trip to the Moon" contest: to 
the winner, a trip from West Lib- 
erty to Moon in a homemade 
wood-and-steel lunar module, a 
case of Moon Pies, a case of cola, 
plus dinner and tickets for two to 
a local theater. 
The winner also gets to stomp a 
"one giant step" footprint in wet 
concrete In front of the post of- 
i flee. The Moon branch closed last 
year, but will reopen Wednesday, just for the occasion, to postmark 
mail with a specially designed 
cancellation stamp. 
'   Five years ago, the 20th an- 
niversary drew about ISO people 
to the town about 100 miles east 
of Lexington. And back in 1969, 
2       0       , 
ACROSS 
THE NATION 
strangers came to Moon and 
scooped up dirt to sell, recalled 
Ike Ferguson. 
Ferguson has lived on the Moon 
for much of his 75 years, and still 
doesn't see what the big deal Is. 
"Someone asked me if I'd ever 
been to the moon and I said, 
'Yeah. I rode a mule there once.'" 
Simpson Tabloids 
LOS ANGELES - For tabloid 
journalists, the O J. Simpson case 
isn't just big. It's front-page, 
capital-letter-headlines, multiple- 
exclamation-points, exclusive- 
shocking-photos, whip-out-the- 
checkbook big. 
Bigger than Elvis. 
"We have never had a story 
that we put more effort into," 
said Iain Colder, president and 
editor in chief of the National 
Enquirer. "We've already 
equaled what we did when Prin- 
cess Grace died or when Elvis 
died." 
Bigger dare we ask than Mi- 
chael Jackson? 
"Bigger than Michael Jack- 
son," said John Tomlin, executive 
producer of TV's "Inside Edi- 
Howard's club|-f 
Frldou ft Saturdoy 
July It"* 15^ 
Groove f- 
Moster 
•Pool     • Video Games »Pine Pong 
I MUMP 
PRE 
=BLUE RIBBON PHOTOS 
LET THE EXPERTS 
3v'" 
OUR 
SUMMER MEMORIES... 
WE ARE 
Bowling Green's Only Full-Line 
PHOTO STORE 
Featuring: 
1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras • 
Film • Lenses • Batteries • 
fr I  12 4 x 6 Big Shot Color Print*1 9*1 36 
I'EXP. S"EXP. 8M EXP. II99 
SM UI tor avUlabM procwdng arm. 
Good on 35mm C-41 prooMi 4x6 
color prints only COUPON MUST 
I ACCOMPANY ORDER. Thu coupon 
not valid w«i a/>y oma. offar   1 roll par 
coupon 4 «t print not avaltitt In 1 
McrBOiBro 
iExp. 8-20-94 
$3, $2 or $1 Off on 
Film Developing 
Good on 1 to, 128.3Smm and <Mc Mm 
(C-41 prooou). G«13 oft onMaxp.,*?! 
olf on 24., or ft off on 12/1S «p. 
TMl coupon mutt accompany order, 
coupon not VIM MTl toy odw on*. 
Oflor good at am a dtvtlaplng on* 
ptrcoupon. 
Exp. 8-20-94 
lipn inoiiwmi i unt o ti |, t of oa atopl a 0 
on» only. Tamo day aarvloa.    I ar coup
)      BON {  
i«1 
• re*  I 
Now Available Black and White Rush 
Service 
We Gladly Accept Checks and Credit Cards 
Open Mon.-Frl. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5 
One Hour Processing 
And So Much More 
■EBLCIE RIBBON PHOTOS 
157 N. Main St. 353-4244 
(Across from Uptown) 
 ■■■■■■■■■——— 
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"Here's a guy who's one of the cops 
coming on the scene early in the morn- 
ing. They have the biggest case of 
their lives. But an hour later you're told 
you're not in charge of the case. How's 
that going to make that guy feel?" 
-The New Yorker, on a I lodged racist cop 
tion" and "American Journal." 
The story has all the ingre- 
dients of a classic: celebrity, sex, 
betrayal, beautiful people, lovely 
locales, and lots and lots of blood. 
"A Current Affair" unleashed 
the dean of tabloid journalism, 
Steve Dunleavy. King World, 
which produces "Inside Edition" 
and "American Journal," sent 
more than SO staffers to beef up 
Its 20-person Los Angeles bureau. 
And that doesn't include the 
technical crew. 
The competition is intense. One 
good scoop can mean millions of 
dollars in increased ratings and 
circulation numbers. 
With so much at stake, the ta- 
bloids are handing out fistf uls of 
cash In exchange for a few golden 
and exclusive  words. 
"Hard Copy" and the Star 
scored Jill Shively, who said she 
saw Simpson near the crime 
scene the night of the slay Digs. 
The payments: $5,000 from 
"Hard Copy" and $2,600 from 
The Star, her lawyer said. 
It was money she wished she 
hadn't taken. Prosecutors angry 
that Shively had compromised 
herself dumped her from their 
witness list and made noises 
about charging her, and she got a 
death threat, lawyer James Ep- 
stein said. 
"I think she regrets this," he 
said. "She was naive. She didn't 
realize it would harm her credibi- 
lity." 
An Enquirer deal also churned 
up controversy. 
The tabloid spent $12,500 for 
the rights to the story from the 
folks who allegedly sold Simpson 
a German-made stiletto a month 
before the slay Digs. 
But one of the salesmen, Jose 
Camacho, testified about the 
transaction in court before the 
paper hit the stands. And Deputy 
District Attorney William Hodg- 
man snickered in court about how 
prosecutors scooped the En- 
quirer. 
On the other hand, Calder said, 
the magazine got Invaluable ex- 
posure when Deputy District At- 
torney Marcia Clark said Cams- 
Honorary degree? 
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University alumnae Tracy Bergman plays with her child Shane In the grass outside Williams Hall. 
Bergman dressed Shane In a shirt with the Bowling Green alumni patch. 
cho was only getting paid "for 
telling the truth." 
The Enquirer was soon back In 
the scoop business anyway, pub- 
lishing a 1992 color photo of a 
man with his hands on Nicole 
Brown Simpson's breasts. 
Despite the tabs' juciest 
efforts, some of the most prized 
players continue to elude them. 
Al Cowlings, Simpson's long- 
time friend and the man at the 
wheel during that nationally tele- 
vised procession along Los An- 
geles' freeways, leading a pha- 
lanx of police cars, got a $1 mil- 
lion offer to tell all to the En- 
quirer, said his lawyer, Donald 
Re. 
So far, he's spurned it. 
Brian "Kato" Kaelln, the Simp- 
son guesthouse resident who 
heard thumps in the night, turned 
down $250,000 from the En- 
quirer, said his lawyer, William 
Genego. 
And then there's the Holy Grail 
of interviews. 
Said Jim Ryan, host of "A Cur- 
rent Affair": "I think there Isn't a 
reporter in the world who 
wouldn't want to sit down with 
O.J. Simpson." 
But at what price? 
Frozen Body 
PRESCOTT, Ariz. - The search 
for a woman who disappeared 
three years ago ended when dep- 
uties pried open a freezer In a 
rental truck and found her body. 
The freezer was sealed with 
tape and powered through an ex- 
tension cord running into the 
house where John Joseph Fama- 
laro lives. The truck was parked 
in his driveway. 
Famalaro, 37, remained in jail 
today for investigation of suspi- 
cion of homicide and theft. Police 
said they found the contents of 
the missing California woman's 
purse in his house. 
They discovered the body 
Wednesday when they arrived to 
recover the truck, which had 
been reported stolen. Famalaro 
moved from California to Pres- 
cott, in central Arizona, 18 
months ago. 
Denise Huber's body was iden- 
tified Saturday after it was de- 
frosted and fingerprints were 
taken, said Laurie Berra, a 
spokeswoman for the Yavapai 
County sheriffs department. 
Pathologists said she had been 
hit on the head, but the time and 
cause of death were not imme- 
diately known, Berra said. 
"It's bizarre circumstances," 
Berra said. "The medical exam- 
iners are not used to dealing with 
a cadaver that's frozen." 
Huber was 23 when she dis- 
appeared in 1991 on her way back 
home from a concert. Her car 
was found the next day, aban- 
doned with a flat tire on a free- 
way. 
Her parents, Dennis and lone 
Huber of Newport Beach, Calif., 
have spent the past three years 
distributing flyers to police 
across the country. 
Compiled from staff and wire 
reports. 
Banking tailored 
for the 
student body. 
The Easy A™ from Society* is an economical 
package of banking services designed to fit the 
financial needs of today's college student. 
It features a checking service that can cost as 
little as $3.00 a month. 
Call us at 353-8441 or visit our office at 1098 N. 
Main Street for details. 
t=J 
LENDER   Member FDIC 
To «*-*(. (or »U.> *.«■**. >™ <•« be K|I-,TINI*. 
colarm*—htralrt. E»y A «L  are aaa^CO W — K* 
Mlnnah-nt MKfevi fn«t lame K. inr Ua» %t*jeo k> 
« 
cWtf 
Where to grow.9 A KeyCoip Bank 
LOFT & REFRIGERATOR 
RENTALS Available 
* Singles • Doubles • Triples 
MAXIMISE All YOUR 
Living Space 
with 
O 
SPACE SAVERS Inc. 
(Across from Mac.West) 
To Order Call 352-5475 
405 Thurstin Avenue Space Savers 
Collegiate Connection 
WELCOME PRE- REGISTRATION 
STUDENTS & PARENTS 
CHECK OUTI 
THE LATEST IN BGSU MERCHANDISE 
■ sweatshirts 
'boxers 
'hats 
' stationary 
• water bottles & cups 
•mugs 
• mascots 
• Greek Merchandise 
531 Ridge St. 
352-8333 
M-Thur10-8 
F& Sat 10-5:30 
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Confined from page one. 
"Then is a more uniform density 
of the noon as a whole, which is 
the sore as the surface," he said. 
Lain said the composition of 
the men's surface is similar to 
that ol the earth's except for 
what It' missing. 
Therw absolutely no water," 
he said.'On the earth., there Is a 
small prcentage of water found 
In rock; On the moon, no per- 
centage if water Is found in the 
rocks." 
"This an be Interpreted that 
the moot was hot early on and 
things lie water never conden- 
sed and wre lost." 
Laird std this type of Informa- 
tion and ither unique informa- 
tion, sud as how the role of 
asteroid Itpact activity effected 
the formdon of the moon sur- 
face, givescientists a better un- 
derstands of the early history 
of earth another planets. 
"All of Us information tea- 
ches us abut the astronomy of 
where thos things came from," 
he said. "Breaming about other 
planets youcan leant about the 
earth at the ame time." 
Sclentlflcknowledge of space 
and technolgy has had signifi- 
cant advancs over the last 25 
years makig it considerably 
easier to rech the moon in the 
90s. It is theiost of reaching the 
stars which has kept the U.S. 
grounded. 
Unlike th Space Shuttle, 
which only tavel a couple hun- 
dred miles ibovt! the planet, 
large fuel upenscs were re- 
quired to pua Saturn S rockets 
out of the Brth'3 atmosphere, 
Laird said. 
Five Satun S engines bum 
kerosene andiquid oxygen at a 
rate of 15 ton a second to pro- 
duce the 7.6 nillion pounds of 
thrust needed o push the 6.5 mil- 
lion pound payoad into space. 
"That's not :ecbnology, that's 
simple chemstry," he said. 
"Generating thust with fuel, vou 
can't beat thatwith new technol- 
ogy, that aspec doesn't get easi- 
er." 
A trip to the noon would equal 
10 trips aroud the world or 
nearly 800 trip Ifrom Cleveland 
to Cincinnati. 
Ptak said eva the routine suc- 
cess of the S»ce Shuttle has 
brought the relization of Its dis- 
advantages. 
"The Space huttle was origi- 
nally supposed o ferry materials 
to and from (■ orbiting space 
station. We haw no space station 
today," he said." Also, the cost of 
maintaining th< Space Shuttle Is 
more expenslvi that It was origi- 
nally supposed o be." 
Laird said he jelieves a need to 
go to the moon lust be present to 
make such a taa worth doing. 
In 1969, Anvrica was in the 
middle of the Old War with the 
Soviet Union. Lit rd and Ptak said 
they both agra the Apollo 11 
landing on the noon was a signif- 
icant victory foi America on the 
intellectual andscientific battle 
field. 
The BG Ntw»/Paul Evani 
The actual space suit that Nell Armstrong wore to explore the 
lunar surface. The suit Is self contained to support life on the 
lifeless moon. 
It is significantly less expen- 
sive to send robotic missions to 
the moon and other planets than 
it is to send a manned mission, 
Ptak said. 
"The cost of sending people 
into space Is ten times higher 
than sending robots," Ptak said. 
Laird said the level of effort 
and the care and safeguards 
needed are much higher when 
sending people into space. 
"One difficulty NASA faces is 
how much money do you spend 
on safeguards," he said. "This 
topic got a lot of attention during 
the Apollo program." 
"For the amount of costs that 
goes Into every safeguard there 
will always be accidents, the 
Challenge Is a sufficient example 
of this, as well as various Apollo 
accidents," Laird said. 
"Things more expensive now 
than they were In the 1960s," he 
said. "At the time it was seen as 
worth the expense." 
Ptak said he believes the colon- 
ization of space is inevitable. The 
first step in doing so is to build a 
real space station. 
"We have to be living for an ex- 
tensive amount of time in space 
to learn how to use the available 
resources," Ptak said. 
These resources Include ores 
and metals which are found on 
the moon and asteroids. 
Laird said through valuable 
minerals are present on the 
moon, but not the ones typically 
found on the Earth. 
"The chemical processes are 
different on the moon," he said. 
"There is much less carbon at the 
surface because of absence of 
organic life." 
Gold and Silver and other pre- 
cious metals are not found on the 
surface but it is assumed all 
those things are present on the 
moon, possibly underground. 
Laird said. 
"The Apollo missions covered 
a small area of the moon," he 
said. "You probably wouldn't 
find anything valuable on the 
surface if you landed on a few 
spots on Earth" 
Manned missions to the stars 
still captures the romantic ad- 
venturism of exploration in most 
Americans. Laird said the Apollo 
missions provided America with 
heros doing adventurous and 
heroic deeds. 
"Who wasn't gluded to their TV 
sets in 1969," he said. "That was 
exciting and it is more so with a 
manned mission." 
"Some people say let's push the 
frontier and gradually make 
steps outward Into space," Laird 
said. "We as a people generally 
like that kind of thing. People are 
very Interested in space." 
"As Voyager explored the 
planets it brought a whole new 
set of worlds for people to see," 
Ptak said. "People I talk to be- 
lieve that's worth the cost." 
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAOc 
FREE    Wed. July 20th:  When Harry Met Sally 
FILIVK  Wed# Ju|y27th:   House Party 2 
* All Films in the Gish Film Theater and Begin at 8:00 p.m. 
Sponsored by For more info, call 372-2343 
=> ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn ovn 
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Second Annual 
rasle of I6<; 
l*i#.*si IVsl 
Saturday, July 23 
5-11 p.m.   (RimDitcJiily24) 
l»o\\ Mluiv n  ISoxilili;: iif 
• Dough Tossing Contest* 
• Cold Beer • Hot Pizza* 
•Icy Soda Pop* 
Dancing • Country Music' 
•The Party Begins! 
• Pro oV Amateur Dough Toning 
• Country Line Dancing Showcase And 
FREE Line Dancing Leaeone 
•Country Line Dancing By 
DC Entertainment Complex 
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The Gemini 8 capsule is on display at the Armstrong Air and Space Museum. The capsule took part In 
the world first docking with another satellte in orbit. 
Museum immortalizes 
hometown's favotite son 
by Michael Zawackl 
The BC News 
WAPAKONETA - The Neil Armstrong Air 
and Space Museum is gearing up for the twenty- 
fifth anniversary of the first moon landing. 
People's interest in the moon landing and in 
the Wapakonetan who took those first memorial 
steps on the surface of our nearest celestial 
neighbor is evident in the museum's nearly dou- 
bled attendance numbers over the past weeks, 
museum works said. 
The museum offers a variety of relics which 
cronical Americas efforts at flight and space 
travel. 
The original metal parts and mechanisms 
from the Wright Brothers' historic airplane are 
part of a reconstruction on display. There are 
also a number of model planes that represent 
the evolution of aircraft technology over the last 
ninety years. 
A moon rock, composed of fragments from the 
moons original crust and estimated to be over 4 
billion years old, was brought back by Arm- 
strong from the Apollo 11 mission. 
The museum also houses a wide variety of 
memorabilia from or about the achievements of 
Wapakoneta's home town hero, Neil Armstrong. 
Every aspect of Armstrong's life dealing with 
his pursuit of aeronautics and space exploration. 
A replica of Armstrong's plane, an Aeronca 7 
AC Champion, which he used to learn to fly at 
Auglaize Flying Gield near Wapakoneta. 
Also on display are the various medals and 
awards he won both as a private pilot and as a 
Navy fighter pilot In the Korean War. 
The museum has an extensive collection rep- 
resenting Armstrong's accomplishments with 
NASA 
The Gemini 8 capsule Is on display for people 
to see. The Gemini 8 mission, of which Arm- 
strong was involved, was the world's first dock- 
ing with another satellite in orbit. Also on dis- 
play is Armstrong's lunar suit and various tools 
and equipment from the Apollo 11 mission. 
WELCOME FRESHMEN! 
University 
Bookstore 
(In The Student Services Building) 
Conveniently Located On Campus! 
Used and New Textbooks 
Large Selection of BGSU Clothing 
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE 
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
•BESTSELLERS 
•COMPUTER SOFTWARE & SUPPLIERS 
•PAPERBACKS 
•MAGAZINES 
•CALCULATORS 
Store Hours: 
•BGSCJ CLOTHING 
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
•FILM & DEVELOPING 
•GREETING CARDS 
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS 
• HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
•GIFTS 
7:30 - 5:00 Mon.-Thurs. 
7:30-11:30 Fri. 
CLOSED SAT. 
Pre-Registration Hours: 7:30 • 5:00 Mon.-Thurs. 
7:30-2:00 Fri. 
Phone: 372-2851 HEEH 
City  The BG mm 
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Star Trek store 
offers unique 
merchandise 
by Michael Zawackl 
The BC News 
Even though the Star Trek: The 
Next Generation television se- 
ries is over, an area store boldly 
offers Trekkers merchandise 
that no other store has offered 
before 
Future Now of Ohio, located at 
the Woodland Mall, has a large 
selection of Star Trek merchan- 
dise. Everything from books, to 
pins, to posters and collectors 
plates can be found. 
One of their top selling items Is 
a poster with reads: "All I need to 
know about life I learned from 
Star Trek." 
Some items axe sold exclu- 
sively to Future Now, such as the 
Captain Picard Console. Drop a 
coin in and hear Data's voice in- 
form you about the Enterprise's 
activities. Other exclusive prod- 
ucts that can be found at Future 
Now include bank checks with 
different Star Trek logos in- 
scribed on them and toy phasers 
from the first Star Trek series. 
Dale R. Adams, general man- 
ager of Future Now, said his 
business originally started with 
selling merchandise at Star Trek 
conventions. This eventually led 
to the addition of a Star Trek 
mail order business. 
Adams said the mail order 
business was only reaching 10 
percent to 12 percent of the po- 
tential customers. 
"Those are great numbers for 
mall orders," he said. "To me 
that's a missed opportunity." 
Adams said he believed a need 
existed for a Star Trek theme 
store, and he was looking for a 
site in a small sized mall in a col- 
lege town. Bowling Green's 
Woodland Mall fit the bill perfec- 
tly. 
"My reasoning behind this was 
to prove that it's the [Star Trek] 
products that sell themselves, 
and it wasn't the everyday traffic 
that goes through a mall which 
brought them into the store," he 
said. 
Adams said Future Now has 
met 200 percent of his sales goal 
since they opened the first week 
in June. 
Adams father, Dale E. Adams, 
Future Now's chief financial 
officer, said they met 92 percent 
of their first month's goal, and 98 
"On weekends we've 
had two guys from 
KAG in Klingon garb 
outside the store for 
publicity." 
Dale R. Adams, general 
manager of Future Now 
percent of the goal set for their 
second month. 
"I would say that's not too 
bad," Dale E. said. 
Dale E. said the clientele range 
from 18 to 45 years, but the big 
spenders are those In the 35 to 40   „y M|chae| Zawack| 
Michael Walters: "The enemy [the devil] can not take your life. Hold on to me."     T>" BC "•»•*»'• E»«" 
Boy preaches and heals 
age bracket. 
Since Star Trek merchandise 
has proved to be a successful 
product for Future now, the 
Adams have decided to expand 
their product line to cover mer- 
chandise from the Star Wars 
movies and the popular televi- 
sion shows such as Babylon S and 
Sea Ouest. 
Dale R said he has used his 
contacts with other Star Trek 
groups, such as the Klingon As- 
sault Group of Toledo, to pro- 
mote the store in the mall. 
"On weekends we've had two 
guys from KAG in Klingon garb 
outside the store for publicity," 
he said. 
In the future, Dale R. said he 
hopes to work with the Klingons 
from KAG to promote and raise 
money for local charities. 
"[In August] we're going to ar- 
range it so people can have their 
picture taken with a Klingon," he 
said. "The money from the pic- 
tures will be donated to the Sal- 
vation Army Child and Adult 
Care Food Program." The Adams 
said they had originally planned 
on opening the store in Septem- 
ber, but opportunity let them 
open earlier with much success. 
They said they still plan on 
having September as their grand 
opening. 
Dale E. said they may even 
have a Star Trek celebrity pre- 
sent for the grand opening fes- 
tivities. 
"We're still working on it," he 
said. 
The BC News 
A twelve-year-old boy and his 
father spoke of the saving 
powers of God and healed willing 
participants under a tent at the 
Wood County Fair Grounds. 
Many people came to hear and 
see Micheal Walters and his son 
Michael Shawn Walters during 
their one week stint at the fair 
grounds. The Walters are from 
Toledo. 
Michael Long said he traveled 
all the way from Dayton to Bowl- 
ing Green three times to hear the 
twelve-year-old Michael Shawn 
speak. 
Long also said Michael Shawn 
had healed his foot ailment. 
"I had scabs all over my feet 
and he healed me," Long said. "I 
believe in [faith] healing now." 
Walters senior said one woman 
present, known only as sister Be- 
tty, had been healed of her can- 
cer. 
While healing, Walters senior 
frequently spoke in another lan- 
guage which he said is prayer 
language or the Holy Spirit 
speaking through him in tounges. 
"Its a language used when 
you're talking to the Lord," he 
said. "No one can understand it 
except through interpretation." 
Walters senior said he did not 
know what was being said when 
he spoke in tounges. 
Lucky Morris, one of the Wal- 
ters assistants, said the Lord put 
him and the Walters together 
through one of Walter Senior's 
dreams. 
"[Walters' Senor] knocked at 
my door one night and said he 
dreamed of my  family,  so he 
The BC NcwiJP«ul Evini 
Son Michael Shawn Walters takes a rest after preaching to the 
crowd at the Wood County Fair Grounds. 
traveled all the way from Cincin- 
atti to Toledo to find us," Morris 
said. "I swear when I saw that 
man he glowed." 
Morris said God appeared to 
Michael Shawn at age six 
through a vision in the clouds 
that told him to preach. 
Michael Shawn first began by 
preaching to a group of bikers, 
Morris said. When Michael 
Shawn was informed of the po- 
tentially dangerous situation he 
had put himself into, he said Mi- 
chael Shawn said "I must do my 
father's business." 
Morris said Michael Shawn Is 
the only twelve-year-old evange- 
list in the world. 
While Michael Shawn paced 
back and forth on stage preach- 
ing, he told listeners that saying 
the name of Jesus will make the 
devil go away. 
"It's not mind power, it's not 
psychic power..., it's the power of 
God," he said. 
Let Us Introduce You 
to Authentic Mexicon 
Food! 
iBUYONEGET 
ONE FREE (Dint In only ■ Oitqutlor 
htaorvalut) 
ElAcni 
\ 
$5 OFF 
(Dint In only - mln. porch— $W 
352-0796^"^'' 
Welcome to BG! 
Let us introduce ourselves. 
Downtown 
To: 
BGSU 
students $5.00 
towards 
purchase 
ofXWQ 
Dinners 
163 S. Main 
Enjoy your favorite snacks, sandwiches, 
dinners desserts and beverages at the 
best restaurant in town! 352-2595 
GROUNDS f OR THOUGHT 
COME BROWSE THROUGH OUR EXT£NSIYE 
BOOK AND MAGAZINE SELECTION. 
 u  
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Video helps 
in awareness of 
gender biased 
language 
by Rebecca Caldwell 
The BG News 
In 1993, Dr. Janet Brks, 
from the University shool 
of HPER, began proacing 
a video examining gnder- 
biased language. On- year 
later, "One Person's Urug- 
gle With Gender-liased 
Language" is complee. 
"As women, we Bed to 
take our place in thi.world, 
even if that mean going 
shoulder to sho.lder," 
Parks said. 
Among those on he pro- 
duction staff, is D. Mary 
Catherine Harper.Univer- 
sity English instrutor, who 
wrote the script for the 
video. 
The video is a sory told 
by a man know as the 
"struggler" who encoun- 
ters different sitetions in 
which gender-bised lan- 
guage is used. 
The "struggle/' played 
by Scott Regan, fniversity 
professor of theter, deals 
with issues as e encoun- 
ters them. 
In each scee, actors 
create a scenaric 
The "struggle" watches 
each scene unfol and asks 
questions that light typi- 
cally be askd by any 
viewer. 
According to arks, other 
topics addressd in the 
video are the ua of "gener- 
ic" hierarchic erms, self- 
naming and laguage that 
affects self-estcm. 
Harper    sid    using 
"generic"  terns,  such  as 
referring to wonen as girls, 
acts  as a  confol  mecha- 
nism. 
"If someone -eferred to 
me as a girl,, I vould think 
of girlish qualiies, such as 
being submisste," Harper 
said. 
These con to 1 mecha- 
nisms keep larginalized 
groups marginalized, Har- 
per said. This »tum estab- 
lishes labels ad keeps the 
groups at a dis.flvantage. 
Self-naming I the idea of 
letting others liow the pre- 
ferred title. 
Self-naming eads to em- 
powerment beeuse it takes 
away the pow« others have 
to decide whaihey want to 
call you, Parksaid. 
Parks said tfe key to self- 
naming Is connunication. 
"If someonijoffends you, 
tell them," Paits said. 
Harper saicjanguage is a 
basic and necissary means 
of communicli ng. 
"Every woii carries val- 
ue, and if prcple know and 
understand.hut value, they 
will underhand the impor- 
tance of changing lan- 
guage," Haper said. 
If an understanding of 
gender-biaed language is 
the result of the video, 
Parks sail the benefits 
could be letter human re- 
lations between women and 
men 
YOUK TIME 
Is Ruining 
Fall Leases 
are still 
available: 
• 2 bdrm I 
• 1bdrm 
2 bath 
Free hat 
Free Campu Shuttle 
A/Cin allAp rtments 
Pooi 
WINTHROP 
TERRiCE 
352-9B5 
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We want more of a 
challenge from you 
True Arnold 
by Pretzel Boy & Sideshow Charlie 
The BC News 
Last week's contest was way 
too easy. Nearly all the entries 
were close to being perfect, save 
for spelling, but we don't want to 
be to critical or hypocritical, so 
phonetics will, until further no- 
tice, be allowed. Several at- 
tempts were made at the stump 
prize, but to no avail as Pretzel 
and his computer-like brain, shot 
down the stray Mitsubishi Zeroes 
with one shot from his Red Rider 
pump-action BB gun with a scope 
and a compass in the stock. Poor 
fellows didn't know what kind of 
armour class they were dealing 
with. This wasn't wimpy D & D, 
this was Cathulu. "Up All Night" 
was the Boom town Rats tune that 
featured Bob Geldoff in bed with 
a snake, so THERE! 
Must say that you readers have 
not been tested, yet. Today, we 
re-read those super easy ques- 
tions we gave you last week, and 
we were startled at how easy 
they were. Anyone who had ever 
been to Uptown on Monday, 
could have answered them. 
Heck, Charlie's mom could've 
answered last weeks' quiz if only 
we would have sent her a copy by 
way of Boulder. Yeah. My mom 
could wipe the streets with you. 
Congratulations to Kevin Jones- 
Kern, who was this weeks lucky 
winner. Kevin was able to answer 
all the questions correctly and 
then get picked out of a tuque full 
of correct entries. You made it 
through therein, you kept your 
world protected! Anyway, here 
be those answers: 
"Video Killed the Radio Star" 
was the first video played on 
MTV and it was done by the Bug- 
gies. Tommy Tutone sang 
867-S309/Jenny, while the Go- 
Go's sang "Our Lips are Sealed." 
A Flock of Seagulls (Pretzel 
Boy's favorite E4 band) sang "I 
Ran," and Men Without Hats did 
"The Safety Dance." "Electric 
Avenue" was the Eddie Grant 
tune, while Dexy's Midnight 
Runners did "Come on Eileen." 
Kajagoogoo, with lead singer 
Lamar, sang 'Too Shy." while the 
Psychedelic Furs sang "Love My 
Way." Finally, "Who Can It Be 
Now," was the Men at Work tune 
we were looking for. 
Anyway, this week, we will 
start to seperete the whole from 
the skim milk. Charlie and I have 
two goals. Goal number one is the 
sense of community goal: lots of 
participation and all the self - 
gratification that comes with it 
(hoot, hoot). Goal number two: 
Stump you readers and all the 
self - gratification that comes 
with that. (Double hoot, hoot). So 
if you dont know all the answers, 
or don't even think you know 
1. What '82 video has this large bend playing In the 
bach of a pick-up and then In a hangar? (Theu played 
BGSU in '67) 
2. What new waver's video portrayed the artist being 
questioned by reporters about his vices? What was 
the song? 
3. This Generation Xrocker's video hod him sneering 
his veil In '83? 
4. What '82 song hod a man and woman dancing 
throughout the video? (Hint: After the Snow) 
5. What video portrayed the lead singer as o waitress? 
(She hod "special- kind of MAW KflV OJW) 
6. What Beggar's Banquet bond's video hod film footage 
from the movie 'The Hunger" ? 
7. What bond featured In the bockround of many a B J & 
the Bear episode came bock with this €4 magic tune? 
8. This block & white video had the bond singing the line] 
"Well they blew the horns, and die walls come down? 
9. This video had three guys w/pompodours hanging out 
In an alley. 
10. This video hosts o former Who member trapped 
behind fluorescent jail bars? 
T7 
2.. 
3._ 
4.. 
5._ 
Nome; 
zsr. 
_7._ 
_8._ 
_9._ 
.10.. 
Phong;. 
Place the answers In the answer blank and mail the form 
to News Music Quiz. 210 West Hall. BG. OH 43403. or 
drop It off In The News office. Deadline is Noon: Monday. 
Place answers on a separate sheet of paper If needed. 
Madhatters beckons. Try stumping us, too. €4 €4 €4 €4. 
File ,.:■.!.. Jlmm) Olsvl 
Arnold Schwarzenegger plays Harry Tasker in his new Movie, "True Lies." Last weekend Arnold's 
movie knocked "Forrest Gump" out of the first place standing. 'True Lies" may prove to be this 
summer's block buster movie. 
them all, please answer them and 
send them in anyway. Heck, 
worst comes to worst, you cynics 
and comedians might get a swell 
message on your machines. 
'Course, only the one who gets 
the most correct wins. (Or like 
last week, the one who gets the 
most right AND whose slip gets 
drawn from the tastelessly pro- 
fain tuque o'luck.) 
Today's quiz will continue with 
some of the standard K-tel ques- 
tions but the angle will be from 
more of what we originally were 
shooting for "Video Killed the 
Radio Star," and other wonderful 
VIDEOS. Thusly, no mas radio 
tunes, now only MTV. Please in- 
clude BOTH the name of the 
band and the song for every one 
of your little answers. Por Favor. 
The winner gets a free promo- 
tional cassette or disk, compli- 
ments of MADHATTER MUSIC 
CO., 143 E. Wooster. So all you 
muchachos get on your bikes and 
ride. 
Music & lyrics by Jerry Herman 
July 15,16, 22. 23,29 & 30 at 8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. BGSU 
Tickets: $7-$11 ($2sludeniy«enior cilnen discount) 
The Moor* Musical Arts Center Boi Otlice 
is open weekdays noon to 6 p.m. For Information. 
call (419) 372-8171 or (800) 589-2724 
A University/Community Production presented by the College ot Musical Arts 
■ISBIVE  OFFICERS'  TRAINING  COHPS 
Pretzel Boy and Sideshow Charlie say: 
Useacoodonx 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
over 500 units with SUPER locations 
9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
364-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
"'tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii' 
BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY 
IS IN CLASS. 
Excitement and adventure is the 
course description, and Army ROTC is 
the name. It's the one college elective 
that builds your self-confidence, 
develops your leadership potential 
and helps you take on the challenges of 
command 
There's no obligation until your 
junior year, so there's no reason not to 
try it out right now. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
For more details, call or visit Captain Boissciu 
Room 151 Memorial Hall 372-247* 
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Gump reflects popular culture 
by Glen Lubbert 
The BG News 
Mamma always said, life Is like 
a box of chocolates and so are the 
movies. You never really know 
what your going to get. 
But with Tom Hanks, it seems 
you can always count on a quality 
motion picture. Forrest Gump is 
no exception. 
This time around. Hanks plays 
a mentally challenged character 
who runs through life with the 
Innocence of a child and the sin- 
cerity that wins over the 
roughest of individuals. 
"My name's Forrest, Forrest 
Gump," Hanks says as a child 
trying to board the school bus. 
Those words are echoed 
throughout the movie as Gump 
meets everyone from John Len- 
non to Dick Cavitt to President 
Kennedy to President Johnson to 
Lenny Bruce. 
Gump plays collegiate football 
for Alabama, fights in Vietnam, 
wins the medal of honor, goes to 
China as a ping-pong champion 
becomes a millionaire in the 
shrimp business and runs across 
America for three straight years. 
And through all his whimsical 
antics is a love story between 
Forrest and the love of his life, 
Jenny. It's a story of how their 
lives grow through childhood and 
separate in college. They grow 
very distant while Gump is in the 
war and eventually their love is 
left to fate. 
Gump is guided by his own de- 
votion to the simple life and the 
rules his mother taught him 
while he was growing up. Sally 
Fields portrays his mother who 
temporarily works in the oldest 
profession to ensure young 
Forrest gets a chance in the pub- 
lic school system. 
The story doesn't have a strict 
plot, just the amazing fictional 
life of Forrest. But it's an endear- 
ing story that capsulates the last 
SO years of major history seen 
through the eyes of an innocent 
young man. 
It also shows the harsh reality 
of life through the misguided life 
of Jenny, who was abused by her 
father as a child. She then gets 
kicked out of college for posing 
for Playboy (The Girls of the 
South issue). She then falls in 
with a bad crowd posing naked, 
using drugs and contemplating 
suicide. 
Gump also learns valuable les- 
sons from his lieutenant, who he 
saves from being Killed in Viet- 
nam. However, the lieutenant 
loses both of his legs in the pro- 
cess and becomes very bitter. 
The lieutenant must learn how to 
come to grips with his handicap 
and his own future. 
These two sub-plots are what 
give Forrest Gump its hinge to 
reality and its weight of the 
world type commentary. 
Gump's only major downfall is 
its length, running nearly two 
and a half hours. But if you can 
lose yourself in the story it may 
not make a difference. Gump will 
win with the fans because of its 
storybook nature and its leading 
man, Tom Hanks. 
The story doesn't 
have a strict plot, just 
the amazing fictional 
life of Forrest. But 
it's an endearing 
story that capsulates 
the last 50 years of 
major history seen 
through the eyes of 
an innocent young 
man. 
Classifieds 
LOST & FOUND 
Do you have Butler? 
Mssing an orange cai with red collar. 
PLEASE CALL 354-3110 or 353-3127. 
PERSONALS 
* 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Royal Cleaning (or your home cleaning 
nfledi. Thorough, reliable, experienced & In* 
tured. Etamatet given. 353-2008.  
Word Processing-Reiumes, Term Paper 
Thesis. Dissertations on Laser Printer 
Call 352-6705(9-9). 
APARTMENT TO SUBLEASE 
Winthrop Terrace. 2bdrm 1 bath. $495/mo. 
2-4 people, ALL uN. ind. except elec 
APARTMENT TO SUBLEASE 
GREAT STUFF * GREAT PRICES 
13"  TV/VCR.   leather   coat,  waterbed  w/ 
heater, headboard-THE WORKS, portable gas 
grin w/ lank, personal CD player w/ speakers. 
disc camera w/carrying case, futon martress. 
*40-$400 - ALL PRICES NEGOTIABLE. Cal 
352-9150 alter 5:30. ask (or Aaron or leave a 
message or call 242-3092. 
War paint paintball. The ultimate survival 
game. For into ancVor game time call Lance at 
655-3084. 
SPT MGMT MAJORS (Op. II and III)- Two in- 
ter ni needed at University of Toledo's Athletic 
Ticket/Marketing Office for Fal of 1994. 
Please contact Joan Katafi as at 537-OOLD for 
more information. 
Summer Specials 
Lunch Buffet $3»»   Mon.-Fri. (114) 
All snacks 2 • 4*1 
During Happy Hour 
(Inside only) 
440 E. Court it. fi^\   HAPPY HOUR 
552-9658 ^=X   (MONDAY-FRIDAY 4-7) 
• DRINK SPECIALS • DOMESTIC * IMPORTS • 
Perrysburg  Aquarium 
10 Gallon 
20 Gallon 
29 Gallon 
50 Gallon 
Setup $4902 
Setup $7304 
Setup $8600 
Setup $134&a 
Setups Include Tank, Flourescent Hood, 
Under Gravel Filter, Air Pump, Heater, Chemicals. 
Net, Tubing, Thermometer, plus SlO^in Free Fish. 
Mon-Sat 12-8; Sunday 12-5 
Only 10 minutes from BG. 
420 Louisiana Ave. Perrysburg 
419-874-6504 
Welcome Freshmen... 
Come in and let us create your own special masterpiece. 
Subway Sandwich Artists make each and every sandwich or 
salad to your exact taste. 
•Mttt Grilled •Hfli Deep Fried 
•Not Pre-Made 
«SUB 
The Place Where Fresh is the Taste 
;.:.! :'t.ii,s 
Buy Any Food ong Sub   I 
'   And A Medium Drink    . ■ And Get A Regular 
I   Foodong Sub Of Equal   ■ ■ Or Lesser Price For 99C B 
31-841 
$1.00 OFF 
Any Footlong 
Sub 
WANTED 
Responsible lemale rmte. Prefer grad student 
Will accept Fall semester. €250 per mo. uM 
neg. Avail. Aug. 1. Call 352-2197. 
Wanted: Roommate; neat, dean, quiet & hon- 
es i person to share 1 bdrm. apt. (Fall A Spring) 
Gas included. Contact Nichole 354-3000. 
HELP WANTED 
1100 oer/hr. possible mailing our circulars. No 
experience required. For Information call 
203-221-2011.  
CENTER FOR CHOICE II 
Conlidential Health Care For Women 
• Student fee 
• Abortion through 
20 weeks 
• Morning after 
treatment 
• Caring friend or 
relative allowed 
for personal 
support 
16 N.Huron 
Toledo, OH 43604 
1-800-589-6005 
Accepting Applications lor cook posiDon. Apply 
In person. Kaufman's Downtown btwn 2-4pm. 
Advertising/Marketing 
Toledo Llaaon 
tor The BG News 
Available lor 1994-95 school year 
'Must have own car 
* Must have open class schedule 
* Must make a commitment Irom 
Aug.WunlilAug.'95 
• Must know your way around Toledo 
Call Colleen 372-2606 or 
stop in 204 West Hall 
CHILD CARE RESOURCE AND REFERRAL 
SPECIAUST-Wood County. P/T. 20 hour po- 
sition. Responsible for recruitment, technical 
assistance, training and support lor family child 
care homes, and parent services in Wood 
County satellite office. Degree in early child- 
hood, child development, human services or 
related field, and experience preferred. Excel- 
lent verbal and written communication and 
interpersonal skills required. Must be able to 
.work via telephone, with adults, manage time 
land work independently. Knowledge of child 
care and computer experience needed. Per- 
sonal transportabon and valid driver's license 
required. Minority and bi-kngual applicants en- 
couraged to apply. Salary: $9,000. Final Dead- 
line: July 29,1994. Submit resume to: 
WCvPersonnel Manager 
YWCA 
1018 Jefferson Ave. 
Toledo. Ohio 43824 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
EARN CASH IN CLASS 
Taking notes In selected 100 ■ 200 level 
courses. For more info call Jell at 353-3109. 
MR. SPOT'S WANTS YOUII 
Mr. Spot's is looking for new fall employees. 
P/T grill, delivery ft sandwich prep positions 
open. Day 11-2 gnll ft 11-5 sandwich prep are 
also needed. Apply in person at 125 E. Court 
between 1-7. M-F. 
kaleidoscope 
Astrology, Tarot, 
& Sacred Path 
Reading by Appt. 
Crystals, Books, Jewelry 
Incense, Oils, and 
Much More! 
Mon.-Thurs. 11-6 
143-C E. Wooster 
(behind Madhatter) 
354-4015 
GET WHAT YOU WANT 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 
"Quality Off-Campus Housing" 
Bring this ad for $50 off 
your first month's rent when 
signing a new fall lease 
• One or Two Bedroom Apts. • 
'Expires 7/30/94 
• ONE COUPON PER LEASE • 
•841 Eighth St. 
• 733 Manvllle 
• 755 Manvllle 
e 777 ManvlUe 
332-9302 
• 640 Eighth St. 
• 317 N. Main St. 
• Campus Manor 
(505 Clough) 
• 313 N. Main St. 
• 615 Second St. 
• Rockledge Manor 
(840 & 850 Sixth St. 
113 Railroad SI. 
(next to Klnko's) 
Secretary needed-P/T, full yr.. M-F, 1-5pm. 
Skills required: computer, typing, calculator, lil- 
ing. Must be organized ft cordial. Interviews 
begin Aug. 3-18. Send resumes Ann: Phil Gor- 
don, 121 E. Wooster, 8G OH or call 3529669 
or 352-9581 formoreinfo. 
FOR SALE 
10 Speed Bike, Red Schwinn Sprint 
J40O.B.O. 
352-8230 Chris 
1973 Volkswagen Bus 
Tonsolnewstutll$1900 
354-3019 
4S2 Buttonwood ■ $49,099. 
2 bed. ranch, large fenced lot. 2 car garage. 
Call 1-474-S344. 
CANNONDALE Racing Bike.series 3.0. 
Excellent Condition. $350 OBO 
8744838, Perrysburg. 
Charvel 550N cutaway folk guitar 
4 mo. old. like new. $125. Case included 
372-2607 
Men's golf clubs ft bag. 
Great condition. 
352-6328. 
MOVING SALE. Full size refrig $140. couch 
$65, chair $40, desk $15, end tables $10 
speakers $50.353-0661. 
THE 1994 prize-wmning Earth Day T-shirt. Al- 
ways a style leader. Make a statement for your 
home planet. A steal at $10. Pickup at 153 Col* 
lego Park Office Building.  
FOR RENT 
1 bedrm. furnished apt. 
Close to campus * Avail, immediately. 
352-74S4. 
114 1/2 S. MAIN 1 bdrm.. unlumish., dOWft- 
town, washer/dryer, FREE WATER AND 
SEWER. Call Newlove Rental 3525620, our 
onlyoffioo.  
117 N. MAIN. 1 bdrm. unlumish., wa- 
sher/dryer, dishwasher. Call Newlove Rentals 
352-5620, our only office.  
2 bdrm, ft efficiency turn. apts. 
E. Evers. Util. inctud. except elec. 
669-3036 
2 bdrm. fum. apt. Free heal, gas, water/sewer 
ft HBO. $450 a month. 724 Sixth St ft 705 
Seventh St. Call 354-0914. 
^ 
3«* 
COP\£& 
FAST COMPANY INC. 
525 RIDGE ST. 
419 . 354 . FAST 
FAX: 419. 352 . 4281 
309 HIGH 2 bdrm., fum FREE GAS HEAT. 
WATER AND SEWER, washer/dryer, dose to 
campus. Call Newlove Rental 352-5620, our 
only olfice 
329E. Wooster      ~ ~ 
3bdrm. $600/mo. * util. 
352-4166(day) or 352-7992/833-7861(evo) 
353 0325 • Carry Rentals ~ 
Single rm. lor male student 
school year lease - Close to campus 
730 Elm Street 
2bdrm. $350/mo.+ util. 
Call after Spm 352-2330 or 353 4653 
• 03     FIFTH     9T.     2     bdrm.. 
furrvunfurn.washer/dtyer, FREE GAS HEAT, 
WATER AND SEWER. Call Newlove Rental 
352 5620, our only oil Ice.  
824 SIXTH 2 bdrm., unfumyturn.. FREE GAS 
HEAT, WATER AND SEWER, washer/dryer. 
Call Newlove Ronlal 352-5620, our only ollice. 
Apartment lor Sublease 
2bdrm, 11/2 bath, washer/dryer at Fox Run 
352-2630 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS 
800 THIRD STREET 
1 -BR ft 2-8R fully fum. units. 
Excellent location. Reasonable rates. 
Only a lew units left. 
Hurrylll 
Call 3524966 
J. MAR APARTMENTS 
THE HIGHLANDS 
1 ft 2 bed spacious, AC lor the discerning up- 
perclass ft graduate students. Fum. ft unlurn. 
Start at $350/mo. 354-6036.  
Subleaser needed lor fall semester, 1 bdrm, 
apt. $400 per month includes utilities. Cal 
435 9002 or 435-4939. 
BOWL-N-GREENERY 
p™j\ At the University 
©Union 
